BALI DAY TOUR OPTIONAL:

1. **KINTAMANI & UBUD TOUR**

   **Itinerary:**
   Pick up at Hotel, and tour commences with a visit to Batu Bulan – famous for its Baron and Kris Dance. Enjoy the sound of the Balinese Gamelan music where watching this traditional dance which depicts the continual struggle between the good and bad evil. Next stop – Mas Village to see the wood carver and their art works; Celuk Village for visiting gold and silver work centre to understand and have a close up experience the process of how gold and silver ware made. And then continue to Tegalalang for viewing exotic rice terrace.

   Afterward to Kintamani Mountain Resort, you will be served with buffet Lunch. Kintamani offers cool fresh air as well as spectacular view of Mt & Lake Batur. After lunch, visit to Tampak Siring – The Presidential Palace and Tirta Empul Holy Spring. Finally to Ubud for exploring the art market and visit one of the Painting Gallery, where you will learn the history of Balinese Painting and also you can request to have your picture to be painted by one of the Balinese artist (at your own expenses). Then Back to Hotel.

   **Booking Code:** BDT/01
   **Departure:** 08.30 AM (Approx. 09 H)
   **Tour Fare:**
   - Adult: SGD 58,-
   - Child: SGD 38,-

2. **TANAH LOT – BEDUGUL TOUR**

   **Itinerary:**
   Pick up at Hotel, you will start your journey to Tanah Lot to see the amazing one of the Bali’s most important temple, built on top of an island like rock that can be reached during at low tides. And next to Mengwi to see the biggest Royale Temple “Taman Ayun”. Afterwards drive up to Bedugul Mountain resort and tranquil Lake Bratan. Here have your lunch at lake side Mentari Restaurant.

   After lunch drive to Git git to see the highest waterfall in Bali. Then proceed to Mundak for savoring tea/coffee and local delicacies and enjoy the stunning view of Twin Lake (Lake Bayan & Lake Tamblingan). Finally free activities to enjoying your shopping at gallery duty free shop and Matahari Shopping Mall. Dinner at your own expenses. Back to Hotel.

   **Booking Code:** BDT/02
   **Departure:** 09.00 AM (Approx. 09 H)
   **Tour Fare:**
   - Adult: SGD 58,-
   - Child: SGD 38,-

3. **BALI SCENIC EAST COAS TOUR**

   **Itinerary:**
   Pick up at Hotel, and tour commences with a visit to Bali Aga Tenganan Village which still maintains its ancient pre Hindu Custom through a strong code of non intervention with outsider helped by the protection of its surrounding walls. We will then proceed to Ujung for visiting to Taman Sukasada (Water Palace) this picturesque park and water garden was built in 1919 by the last King of Karang Asem. The water Palace is as formally used from 1921 as a place for the Raja (King) to entertain Honourable dignitaries as well as being a retreat for the Royal family.

   Afterwards, drive up to Sidemen. The inland route provides a change to explore seldom – visited villages of the beautiful east; Putung, - a strategic spot on the high cliff overlooks the perfect white sand of Padangbai Bay, the sea, Nusa Penida and Lombok Island in the distance. Lunch will be served at Mahagiri Restaurant. Then to Klungkung with a visit to Kerta Gosa (Royal Court of Justice) which is built on 18th Century with is famous printed ceiling. The ceiling tells the story from the Mahabrata of punishment in hell. Back to hotel.

   **Booking Code:** BDT/03
   **Departure:** 08.30 AM (Approx. 09 H)
   **Tour Fare:**
   - Adult: SGD 58,-
   - Child: SGD 38,-
4. DISCOVER SOUTHERN BALI

Itinerary:
Pick up at Hotel / Airport Arrival by morning flight, then directly proceed to Tanjung Benoa Beach where you can enjoy the fun of water sport such as Banana Boat, Parasailing jet ski, fly fish, etc. And also you can sailing to turtle island by glass bottom boat. (all activities at your own expenses). Then proceed to Nusa Dua Bay see the Nusa Dua Water Blow, and next to Beautiful Pandawa Beach. And then visit GWK Cultural Park, situated on limestone escarpment overlooking south Bali tourist region.

Garuda Wisnu Kencana cultural park is the biggest and highest statue in Bali and show are the art and cultural of the island of God and dramatic backdrops and breath taking panorama view. Here you have Lunch. After Lunch, continue to visit ancient Pura Uluwatu built in 11th century and is one of the oldest and most important temple in Bali. Lastly stop at Jimbaran Bay, where you can watching the Beautiful Sunset and enjoy your seafood BBQ dinner at your own expenses. Back to Hotel.

5. SANUR BEACH & DENPASAR CITY SIGHT

Itinerary:
Pick up at Hotel, we will bring you to Sanur Beach where you can enjoy the fun of Water Sport such as Banana Boat, Parasailing, Jet Ski, Fly Fish etc. Then visit to Museum Le Mayeur (close on Monday). And Next Stop is Taman Wedhi Budaya Art Centre (Close on Monday) – home to an impressive collection of traditional and Modern Balinese art. Lunch will be served at Local Restaurant.

After Lunch you will embark for a comprehensive orientation honor of capital city of the island of Bali – DENPASAR. You will pass the Niti Mandala Civic Centre and unique Gajah Mada Street and stop at Puputan Square, visit “Catur Muka Statue” (the Four Face Buddha Statue). Next to Badung Traditional Market where the local people do their shopping. Back to Hotel.

6. Wonderful Jatiluwih – UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE

Itinerary:
Pick up at Hotel and followed by driving up to Jatiluwih - the Unesco World Heritage site where you can view expansive Rice Terrace. You can also see Subak – a traditional irrigation system - on the slope of Mount Batu Karu. We will also visit Subak Museum where you can see exhibits of agricultural/farming tools as well as Bali’s traditional Irrigation system.

Next we will visit Batukaru Temple, which is the largest Hindu Temple in Bali (Sad Kahyangan) with Catur Lokapada Temple and Padma Bhuwana Temple statues. This will be followed by lunch at Billy Terrace Restaurant. After lunch we will visit the biggest Butterfly Park in Indonesia. We will then proceed to Yeh Panes Hot Spring where you can swim and relax with your legs immersed into the natural hot springs. We will then go back to Hotel.

Booking Code : BDT/04
Departure : 08.30 AM (Approx. 10 H)
Tour Fare : Adult: SGD 58,-
Child : SGD 38,-

Booking Code : BDT/05
Departure : 08.30 AM (Approx. 10 H)
Tour Fare : Adult: SGD 58,-
Child : SGD 38,-

Booking Code : BDT/06
Departure : 08.30 AM (Approx. 10 H)
Tour Fare : Adult: SGD 58,-
Child : SGD 38,-